
Year 2

Home Learning

Theme: Sun, Sea and Sand

Summer Term 2 Week 5



Jigsaw Lesson

Outcome: To be confident to say what I like and don’t like and ask for help

• Find objects around the house with different textures (for example, sandpaper, 

playdoh, velvet, plastic, metal)

• Describe the texture (eg smooth, spiky, rough, soft) and state whether you like the 

texture or not. Can you explain why? Adults to share something you like the feel of 
because it might be special or comforting.

• Can you now share with your adult what is your favourite thing that comforts you? 
This could be a teddy, blanket etc).

Activity:
Read the poem – "What about you?"

• Record types of things that you like – this could be things like 

hugs, tickling, having your hair done.



English lesson 1

Lost and Found Reading Comprehension

Where does the boy in the story first meet the penguin?

Why did the boy think the penguin was sad?

Where did the boy go to try and help the penguin find it’s way home?

Where was the penguin’s home?

How did the penguin and the boy get to the South Pole?

Why do you think the penguin was sad when they arrived at the South Pole?

Recap the story of Lost and Found

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsD7y1ZG2Oc



English lesson 2



English lesson 3

Acrostic poems are fun! The first 

letter in each line spells a word. They 

do not have to rhyme, but the words 

should be carefully chosen.

Here are some examples:



Try writing your own 
acrostic poem.

 Be creative. Use one of these 

words and think about the story 

of Lost and Found.

Lost

Found

Penguin

South

Pole

Ocean

Waves
This Photo by Unknown author  is licensed under  CC BY-NC-ND.

http://xoxoxoe.blogspot.com/2014_02_01_archive.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


English lesson 4

The film Lost and Found 

uses no words. This 

means it is accessible 

for everyone.

Why not try learning 

sign lanuage for your 

name? Or the title ' Lost 

and Found'?



Maths lesson 1
Comparing length.



Maths lesson 2
Comparing length



Maths lesson 3
Comparing length



Maths lesson 4
Problem solving



Maths lesson 5



Topic lesson 1 – Science
Identify and name a variety of animals in their habitats, 

including microhabitats.

Create your own creature.

What does it look like?

Write an explanation of where it would live and give reasons 

why.



Topic lesson - RE
What do Christians believe about caring for people?

Listen to the song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2NV6K89DBk

Think of three ‘5 ways’ challenges:
• Can you think of five ways you like to be ‘built up’?

• Five people who show they care by building you up?

• Five things you could do to build up other people this week?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2NV6K89DBk


Additional resource links

RE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2NV6K89DBk - Build Up song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2NV6K89DBk

